AAA Intergalactic Launches Futuristic
Financial Niche To Create Jobs!
AAA Intergalactic Investments Group is Ready to Facilitate Funding of Revolutionary
Investments Worldwide.

AAA Intergalactic Investments Group
(AAA Intergalactic), an investment
group with headquarters in the US and
in Germany, founded by the young
and dynamic European-African
Princess Rachel Belle, is all set to fund
social projects in promising emerging
markets.

The German-Cameroonian Princess Rachel Belle recently
journeyed to Africa, where she was warmly received by
the Prime Minister of Cameroon, His Excellency, Dr Joseph
Ngute. He stated that his government and cabinet are
encouraging young entrepreneurs in Cameroon and will
co-operate with AAA Intergalactic led by Princess Belle to
promote Cameroon as an attractive investment
destination in Africa.
Cameroon is the 14th richest country in Africa according
to statistics provided by worldsrichestcountries.com.

CEO and Founder Princess Rachel Belle
said the group's "primary mission is to
promote a fair funding system, thereby
enabling industrialisation and a better
socio-economic future for the youth".

Princess Rachel Belle, Chief Executive Officer of AAA Intergalactic
and His Excellency Joseph Ngute Prime Minister of Cameroon
Yaoundé, 15/01/2019

Mission
In a world where hunger still exists, and injustices are multiplying, the desire to succeed socially and
economically is more than ever synonymous with the creation of a better world. AAA Intergalactic has
dedicated itself to this task for a brighter common future for all. The Group is a unique Investor with a
mission to promote a fair system of financing which, subsequently, will facilitate industrialisation in several
marginalised communities worldwide.

The CEO, Princess by birth summed up
the attitude of the AAA Intergalactic
Investments Group in a recent interview:

I N P L AI N WOR DS , AA A I N T ER G AL AC T I C
STRI VES TO EXECUTE T WO ACTI ON PLANS :

"We give a fair chance to
those left behind, to those who
scream without a voice, to
those talented ones without
fair opportunities."
Princess Rachel Belle

Princess Belle founded this Investment Group
to disrupt the known bottlenecks along the
flow of global investments.
According to the CEO, AAA Intergalactic’s
immediate plan is to create "thousands of
jobs by way of innovative investments,
microfinance, private equity and special
project financing, as well as mergers and
acquisitions around the world."
This process will focus mainly on Africa,
Europe, America and other continents
where a financial injection, tailored to the
needs of promising companies, will
energise developing communities. A
reduction in poverty and an improved
socio-economic future for young people
would be a direct result of this system.
This result will be achievable through
selecting the most promising entrepreneurs
in each community and supporting them
through the unique financial platforms of
the AAA Intergalactic Investments Group.
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Invest in hard-working communities that
need it the most.
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Create, by investment, a fair system
that fosters businesses and creates jobs

At the start of this year, the group created a
“Fair Funding” programme designed to offer
candidates a diversified capital base and is
adapted to the needs of local entrepreneurs.

Passion – Commitment – Integrity; these are the
three symbolic stars guiding AAA Intergalactic
as it promotes fairness and justice in future
marketplaces within developing communities.
This is AAA Intergalactic’s niche – to provide
care and capital to those who are most in need
of Fair Funding.

Investments Combined with Philanthropy
"The time has come to move in the right direction with quick and effective action" said
AAA Intergalactic’s CEO, adding:

"Poverty is the only illness
that cannot be diagnosed by
doctors but that financial
institutions can and should
treat."
Princess Rachel Belle

AAA Intergalactic's CEO, Princess Belle distributing scholarships

The young innovative and savvy CEO has been generously welcomed by African aristocracy such as
His Majesty Joseph II Ekandjoum, King of Baréhock. Princess Belle has been hailed as a model global
citizen /philanthropist/activist and an excellent entrepreneur.

Joseph II Ekandjoum, King of Baréhock/ Littoral/ Cameroon

AAA Intergalactic's CEO donated school supplies and gifts to students.

Princess Belle donated school supplies to the Lycée's
management, and gifts to the best teachers.

In January 2019, during her visit to Cameroon, Princess Belle donated school supplies to the Lycée's
management, and gifts to the teachers with the best performance. She also distributed scholarships
based on academic excellence to 19 students at Baréhock High School in Littoral. Many recipients
were young women who, absent such generous donations by AAA Intergalactic under the direction of
CEO Princess Belle, may have become dropouts due to cultural attitudes, domestic duties, early
marriage, early pregnancy, and social vices that are used as a means of survival.
The boys are equally unfortunate due to rampant child labour law violations. In Africa and the Middle
East, 73.3 million children between the ages of 5 and 17 are engaged in child labour. 1
The AAA Intergalactic scholarships are therefore not just a philanthropic so-called "nice gesture"; these
are necessary investments to help students, especially women, and the communities in general, stave
off poverty.

AAA Intergalactic's CEO Princess Belle distributing cash gifts to the best
professors in Africa

The students were thrilled and spontaneously sang to thank
Princess Belle.

After being graciously thanked by the high school principal and the grateful students, Princess Belle went
on to network with the country's leaders, advocating for the creation of local jobs and the adoption of her
Group’s investment system: AAA Intergalactic’s Fair Funding. Princess Belle, with determination and the full
force of her winning spirit concluded: "We must first create thousands of jobs, then I will rejoice!"

Select the best, encourage the rest
The coach of a football team must detect the best players so
that he can lead a team of winners. Joachim Löw and Oliver
Bierhoff, coaches of the German team, were able to put
together a group of highly talented players who went on to
win the World Cup and make Germany proud.
The AAA Intergalactic teams, in this same spirit of competition,
are selecting the African winners of the future because their
CEO has a vision of Africa, once again basking in all her
beauty and splendour.

Oliver Bierhoff and Princess Rachel Belle

AAA Intergalactic will be the front-runner in showing other
financial companies the great investment potential in
Africa. New trends in technological innovation and better
ecological systems continue to emerge.

The visionary, Princess Rachel Belle, defines "futuristic companies" as those with the best
chance of succeeding in the future, especially in burgeoning markets such as advanced
logistics, renewable energy, green solutions, high-yield crops, artificial intelligence, and smart
cities. These new industries, along with other high-growth sectors, will directly reduce local and
global poverty while creating sustainable vocations.
In summary, after choosing the most underestimated companies for direct financing, AAA
Intergalactic will provide appropriate support and education to those who show high
potential for success. The group hires the best of talents so that they can work for the
enrichment of the communities.

AAA Intergalactic is the first independent financial group dedicated to presenting a financially fair,
futuristic and diversified investment platform. Its difference to other companies in its field lies in its sincere
motivation: to offer socially responsible investment opportunities to those who are not only most
disadvantaged but who also show the most significant potential to succeed.
AAA Intergalactic is flexible, fast and efficient with maximum cost reduction in processing funding
requests in 3 to 6 weeks, instead of the usual 3 to 9 months.
AAA Intergalactic is the leading independent, futuristic, financial services provider in its targeted
communities.
In pointing out what makes the group competitive, AAA Intergalactic's Chairwoman said:

"Accurate analysis and prognoses help us identify future trends and select the best with the highest
potential. We bring profound cultural and political understanding.
Our decision-making process is efficient and at least 10 times faster than other processes."

The Group does not only confine itself to conventional project funding and infrastructural
investments. The AAA Intergalactic “Fair Funding system” is unique; AAA Intergalactic
focuses on bringing dynamic futuristic investments into several vertical markets in regions
where poverty, lack of opportunity and inequality still prevail. Its major focus areas are:

Futuristic Logistics
Smart Cities
Renewable energy
Innovative and healthy agriculture methods
Futuristic infrastructure
Artificial Intelligence
Micro-financing
Private equities
Project financing

AAA Intergalactic and partners are currently working on the implementation of impactful
and lucrative projects that will create approximately 1030 sustainable jobs within the next
18 months.
For more information visit AAA Intergalactic’s websites or contact the Relationship
Management team:
E-mail: p@aaa-intergalactic-investments.com l Telephone: +1 212 960-3571
www.aaa-intergalactic-investments.com

Industry: Financial Services
Characteristics

Group size: > 63 members l Type: Privately Held l Founded: 2018
Companies and Locations:

AAAIntergalactic HochschildCapital
Corp & Co.KG
Nextower l Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6
60313 Frankfurt am Main, Hesse
Germany
+49 69 25 73 75-296

AAA Intergalactic Investments
Corp
30 Wall Street
New York City, NY 10005
United States of America
+1 212 960-3571

AAA Intergalactic Infrastructure
Sarl
Douala- Ancien-Dalip,
Boîte Postale 13096
Littoral, Cameroon

c@aaa-intergalactic-hochschildcap.eu
www.aaa-intergalactic-hochschildcap.eu

a@aaa-intergalactic-investments.com
www.aaa-intergalactic-investments.com

d@aaa-intergalactic-infrastructure.com
www.aaa-intergalactic-infrastructure.com

Source:

+237 677 434-585

www.aaa-intergalactic-investments.com
www.aaa-intergalactic-infrastructure.com
www.aaa-intergalactic-hochschildcap.eu
1. www.dol.gov/agencies/ilab/resources/reports/child-labor/sub-saharan-africa

